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Rules for Social Visiting at The Gathering Place:   
June 2020 
These guidelines have been established with best practice recommendations, 
suggestions and mandates from Ohio Peer Recovery Organizations, (OhioPRO)  a 
collaborative of peer recovery drop-in centers across the state, guidelines from the state 
of Ohio,  suggestions and recommendations from Athens County Health Department 
and the 317 Board.  

Starting June 16,  the GP will be having small gatherings of members/peers out of 
doors, either on the front or back porch.  There will be no “drop-in," all members/peers 
must make reservations for the day that they would like to visit by calling on the 
Saturday previous, this Saturday, June 13 reservations will begin.  We will gather with 
four members/peers and two staff each meeting time. At this time, we are focused on 
core members who engage with our programming on a weekly, monthly basis, but will 
be making appointments for any potential new peers who would like to fill out an intake 
form with a staff member.  We will be letting other agencies that we partner with know 
about appointments on these days. Appointments will be conducted on the front porch. 

*The days and hours will be:  
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays from 12pm-3pm.  

We will strive to keep 6 feet apart as we give each other room to get settled into the 
back porch area for visiting, and all members and staff will adhere to the 6 foot 
rule. 

1. Members will enter via the ramp to back porch, stopping on sidewalk to have 
temperature taken, asked about general wellness,  asked to use hand sanitizer 
and given a mask if needed. 

2. If a member has a temperature above  99.0, they will be asked to leave and 
follow up will continue about the member’s health by a staff member. Or if 



member has walked and is overheated, they will be given an opportunity to cool 
off on the front porch and temperature taken again. 

3. Chairs will be spread out in designated areas of 6 feet apart or more, masks are 
to be worn at all times unless drinking coffee or water,  or going to the smoking 
section where even more distance can be kept and masks taken off. 

4. Downstairs bathroom available but rest of house is closed currently. 

5. Members will be asked to wash hands and spray down anything they may have 
touched in bathroom. 

6. Staff will serve members water and coffee as there are no communal coffee or 
food area available.  

7. Staff will also be sanitizing high touch surface areas several times during 
meeting if necessary. 

8. There can be no shared objects between individuals, meaning no card or game 
playing, however, the GP has purchased several types of activities such as 
crosswords, word searches and other mental games that we could all participate 
in as a group. We also have adult coloring books/colored pencils and new packs 
of playing cards for independent activity and members will take items home. 

9. Staff will sanitize bathroom and porch, including chairs after each day we meet, 
there will be a lined basket to leave any masks and they will be washed by GP 
staff.  If members are in need of a mask, they may keep one.  

We are taking all of these needed precautions to mitigate any risk for our members/
peers, many who are considered at-risk due to chronic health conditions. We look at this 
as a public health crisis and are appreciative of members adhering to these guidelines so 
that we can meet again!  Any member/peer that does not agree to follow guidelines, will 
be asked to not return until they are able. 

 As the weeks go on, it is our hope to be able to have more join in at a time and to 
eventually move indoors, as we see how we are all doing with these very deep changes 
of gathering.   

The Gathering Place also reserves the right to close down to visits again, if positive 
COVID-19 cases continue to rise in our county. 




